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A	 COMPUTER PROGRAM NOMENCLATURE AND LISTING A--1






This report summarizes the results of screening analyses aimed at the
definition of an optimum configuration of a Rankine —cycle solar—powered air
conditioner designed for residential applications. These investigations are
conducted in fulfillment of Task 4 of Contract NASS-3078.	 Initial studies
revealed that system performance and cost were extremely sensitive to condensing
temperature and to the type of condenser used in the system. Consequently, the
screening analyses were concerned with the generation of parametric design data
for the four different condenser approaches defined in Figure 1 and identified 	
r'
as follows:
(a) Concept A--Ambient air condenser
(b) Concept 8----Humidified ambient air condenser
(c) Concept C---Evaporative condenser
(d) Concept D--Water condenser (with a cooling tower)
All systems considered feature a high—performance turbocompressor and a
single refrigerant (R--11) for the power and refrigeration loops. The selection
of 
.
R-11 as the working fluid is supported by the results of fluid evaluation
studies reported in Reference 1.* 	 The data (presented in subsequent discus -
sions) were obtained by computerized methods developed to permit system charac-
terization over a broad range of operating and design conditions.. The criteria
used for comparison of the candidate system approaches are listed below.
(a) Overall system COP (refrigeration effect/solar heat input)
(b) Auxiliary electric power for fans and pumps
(c) System installed cost or cost to the user
BASELINE DESIGN CONDITIONS
For the purpose of comparison, the following interface conditions were
used to generate parametric system characteristics:
(a) Water temperature at boiler inlet (thermal storage temperature):
366.5 K (200 F)
(b) Room return air temperatures: 299.8 K (80 F) db, and 292.6 K
(67 F) wb
i.	 (c) Ambient air temperatures: 308.2 K (95 F) db, and 297 K (75 F) wb
The 366.5 K (200 F) water temperature from the thermal storage units is
representative of the level attainable from a flat—plate solar collector. The
*References are presented at the end of this document (before appendixes).
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Iroom return air and ambient air temperatures are those specified by the Air
Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute (ARI) for the purpose of rating
air conditioners. All screening analyses were performed for a 10.5-few
(3-ton) air conditioner capacity.
METHODOLOGY
The logic used by the computer program is illustrated in Figure 2. Bas-
ically, the computation of component and system characteristics follows the
approach described in Reference 2. Cycle parameters defining the conditions
of the refrigerant within the power and refrigeration loops of the heat
exchangers are used to perform thermodynamic analyses. In these computa-
tions, it is essential that the efficiencies of the turbine and compressor
be estimated accurately and that the speed of these two components be matched
to provide realistic refrigerant conditions through the loop and also to assure
design feasibility for the turbomachinery. For this purpose, generalized
compressor and turbine performance models were used in the computer program.
The efficiency of a single-stage centrifugal compressor can be determined
by analytical and experimental data correlated in terms of the following .
parameters:
(a) Adiabatic head	 (d) Tip mach number
(b) Adiabatic head coefficient
	 (e) Reynolds number
(c) Specific speed
INPUT DATA	 COMPUTATIONS	 OUTPUT DATA
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Figure 2.	 Methodology Used in Screening Analyses
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The data of Figure 3 show the achievable efficiency of centrifugal com-
pressors plotted as a function of specific speed and tip Mach number. The plot.
is based on experimental data extending to specific speeds as low as 0.02. The
data are representative of recent machines that feature efficient exit diffusers
and are fabricated using modern techniques to minimize friction losses by smooth
surface finishes and assure high volumetric efficiency by maintaining close
tolerances throughout. These fabrication constraints do not preclude low produc-
tion cost as evidenced by present reciprocating engine turbocharger technology.
The efficiency plot of Figure 3 corresponds to impeller diameters larger
than 10.2 cm (4 in.) and Reynolds numbers higher than 10 6. For smaller com-
pressor sizes and lower Reynolds numbers, the efficiency obtained from Figure 3
must be corrected to account for additional losses. The size correction factor
also derived from empirical correlation is shown! in Figure 4. The Reyn.olds
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Ha d = ADIABATIC HEAD, FT-LBi/LBm
V in = VOLUPIETRIC FLOW, FT3/SEC
N = ROTATIONAL SPEED, RPM
y	 = KINEHATIC VISCOSITY, FT2/SEC
a
g^ = 32.174 (LBm/LB F ) (FT/SEC2)
0.015
MT = TIP MACH NuMOER
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Figure 4. Effect of Impeller Size on Centrifugal Compressor
Stage Efficiency r
As . for the centrifugal compressor, radial reaction turbine data have been
collected from published literature. These data were correlated and the genet- 	 1
alized plot of Figure 5 was prepared. The data below 50 percent represent
extrapolation of the test data. Actually, the range of designs used in the
screening analysis is well above 50 percent; the reason for the extrapolation
is stability of the iterative computer calculations.
The efficiency data of Figure 5 apply to machines with Reynolds numbers
larger than 200,000. For lower Reynolds numbers, a correction factor must
be applied as follows:
1-1^
-0.2
- = 0.4 0.6 k 200 000
where 11 is the corrected turbine efficiency and	 is the value obtained from
Figure 5 for Re > 200.;000.
Through an iterative procedure designed to match the compressor and turbine
speed and power, the computer program determines the system flows, refrigerant
conditions, and the system COP. These refrigerant data
., 	 cycle data, are then
r. used together with specified interface and heat exchanger approach temperatures
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Figure 3. Generalized Efficiency
characteristics of these components are then determined in terms of parameters




used to determine component and overall system cost.
ASSUMPTIONS
A number of assumptions were made in order to develop relatively simple
but sufficiently accurate techniques for the characterization of the components
and the entire system. These assumptions are summarized in Table 1. Most of
the.data concerned with component characterization were derived from commercial
equipment catalogs and are representative of typical design conditions for this
type of equipment. The equipment cost models are substantiated in Reference 3.
The system cost model used is also from -the same document; equations used in
the computer.program are as follows:
System factory cost = 1.65 (E major component costs)
User t s cost = 6.13 (E major component costs)
COMPUTER LISTING
A listing of the..computer program is presented in Appendix A, which also
includes the nomenclature of the input data. The program was written in
Fortran.V,Ianguaga for-use --on the UNIVAC 1108 computer. Examples of the
74-10996(7)
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1AAJCR ASSUMPTIONS FCR C01
f
Cycle analysis 1. Refrigerant properties from publication, by Allied Chemical, "Genetron 11
Thermodynamic Properties", 1957.
2. Saturated vapor and 	 liquid properties used 	 in table form.
3. Vapor and	 liquid refrigerant assumed. ideal 	 fluids with cp vapor =
586.6 J/ka K (0.14 Stu/lb F) and cp 	 liquid = 879.9 J/kg K (0.21 Btu/
lb	 F).
4. R-11	 saturated vapor at boiler and evaporator outlet; saturated 	 liquid
at condenser outlet.
5. Heat exchanger pressure drop on refrigerant side assumed 5 percent of
inlet pressure.
6. Turbocompressor mechanical	 losses assumed 10 percent of turbine power.
Dry condenser 1. Heat transfer surface: 	 0.95-cm (3/8-1n.) dia copper tubes with wavy
aluminum fins.	 Tube pitch:	 triangular on 1-in. center. 	 Core
density:	 560 kg/m 3 (35	 Ib/ft3).
2. Overall heat transfer coefficient:	 669.6(w/K) tube raw/m2 of face area
{118 Btu/hr F) tube row/ft 2
 of face area; data from commercial	 units at
face velocity of 2.54 m/sec (500 ft/min).
3. Air-side pressure drop: 	 AP = 21.9	 (no rows) 0 ' 746	 N/m 2 (0.088
(no rows) 0.746 In. H20); data from commercial
	 unit at face velocity
of 2.54 m/see (500 ft/mint)..
4. Wrap-up factor: 	 10 percent of core weight; typical of commercial
equipment.
5. Cost:	 $1.67/kg	 ($0.76/lb tot.)
Evaporative 1. Heat transfer surface: 	 copper tubes with extended surface inside; tube
condenser thickness:	 0.41	 mi^h
	 (0.016	 in.).
2. Evaporative side heat capacity, q, w = 0.506 AhA, where Ah, J/kg,
	 is the
log mean difference between the enthalpy of air at the metal temperature
and the enthalpy of air at inlet and outlet conditions,
	 and A is the
surface area	 in m2
	(in english units q, Btu/hr = 373Ah(Btu/lb) A(ft2)).
3. Condensing coefficient is taken as 1702 w/Km t
 (300 Btu/hr ft2F).
4. Air-side pressure drop taken as 124.4 N/m Z (0.5
	 in. H20).
5. Cost = $5/kg ($2.3/lb) of core weight.
6. Pump cost:	 $40 fixed.
Humidifier/ 1. Condenser sizing based on same assumptions as dry condenser above.
condenser 2. Humidifier performance: 	 effectiveness of 90 percent assumed;
	 (Tdb	 in -
Tdb out)/ (Tdb	 in - Twb) = 0.9
3.. Humidifier pressure drop taken as 24.9 N/m 2
 (0.1	 in. 1.120).
4. Humidifier cost:
	 0.2 (condenser cost).
Liquid 1. Heat transfer surface: 	 copper tubes; tube thickness:
	 0.41 mm
condenser (0.016	 in.).
2. Condensing side heat transfer coefficient controlling,
	 h = 1135 w/Km2
(200 Btu/hr ft2F).
.3. Wrap--up factor:	 2.0 .
4. Cost:
	 $3.3/kg tot ($1.53	 lb tot).	 -
FQ^ nom' ^.+`r'r
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APONENT AND SYSTEM DES lON
Cooling tower I. Water outlet temperaiure assumed in the system calculations.
2. Fan power:	 PW in watts = 10.1 Q where Q in kw (PW in watts = 2.96 x
10-3
 .Q where Q in Btu/hr); typical	 of commercial
	 cooling towers.
3. Water pump power:	 PW in watts = 6.5 Q where Q in kw (PW ii watts =
1.9 x 10-3 Q where Q in Btu/hr); typical
	 of commerical	 equipment.
4. Cooling tower cost:	 $(40 + 6.5Q) where Q in kw, $(40 + 1.905 x
10-3 Q where Q in Btu/hr).
Boiler 1. heat transfer surface:	 Copper tubes with extended surface inside;
tube thickness:
	
0.41	 mm	 (0.016	 in.).
2. Boiling side heat transfer coefficient	 is controlling; h = 1135 w/IC
m 2 (200 Btu/hr ft2).
4. Cost:
	
$3.3/kg tot.	 ($1.53/lb tot.).
Freon pump 1. Wet motor design.
2. Pump efficiency:	 50 percent.
3. Pump cost:	 $40	 (fixed value).
Water pumps 1. Same efficiency and cost as above.
Fans 1. Axial	 flow blowers
2. APTOT, N/m 2 = 4/3 
'
6P STAT + 37 ( 4/3 AP + 0.15 in.  H20) .
3. Fan efficiency:	 70 percent; motor efficiency:	 70 percent.
4. Fan weight:	 See Figure 5 of Reference 3.
5. Fan cost:	 $1.9/kg	 ($0.88/lb)
Motor 1. Motor efficiency:	 70 percent
2. Motor cost = $(10 +32.5 kw) where kw is output power.
Evaporator 1. Heat transfer surface:	 0.95--cm (3/8-in.)	 dia tubes with wavy
aluminum fins; tube pitch:	 traingular on 1-in. center; core
density:	 560 kg/m 3 (35	 Ib/ft3).
2. Overall	 heat transfer coefficient:	 (1)	 dry portion, 669.6 (w/k)/tube
row/ m 2 of face area (118 Btu/hr F/tube row/ft 2 of face area; (2) wet
or condensing portion, U = 1870 (w/k)/tube row/m 2 of face area (330
But/hr F/tube row/ft 2 of face area).	 Data from commercial	 units at
face velocity of 2.54 m/s (500 it/min).
3. Air-side pressure drop, AP = 21.9 	 (no rows)	 0.746 , N/r-Z,	 (0.088	 (no
rows) 0 •746	 in.	 H2O)	 for dry portion;	 for wet.portio,	 .AP increases
by factors of 1.36.	 Data from commercial	 units at face velocity of
2.54 m/sec (500 ft/min).
4. Wrap--up factor:	 10 percent of core weight.







-computer input and output are presented in Appendix B for the four system
concepts defined in Figure 1. The output data include:
(a) Refrigerant temperature, pressure, ethalpy, floe rate, and density
a* the system stations defined in Figure 1
(n) Heat exchanger flows, temperatures, heat loads, and UA requirement
r	
(c) Feat exchanger weight and cost
(d) Fan characteristics including flow, pressure rise, and power
(e) wetbulo temperature of the air at inlet and outlet of the evaporator
and condenser where applicable
(f) Cycle characteristics: power loop efficiency, refrigeration loop
COP, and overall system COP. COP is defined as follows:
Refrigeration loop COP = refrigeration load
compressor power input
Overall system COP = refrigeration loadboiler heat input
(g) Turbine and compressor characteristics: efficiency, impeller diameter,
and speed
(h) Electric power requirements for the fans and pumps
(g) System cost data
The program was written using the english system of units as defined in the
nomenclature and the output data printouts.
SCREENING ANALYSIS RESULTS
As mentioned previously, four condenser arrangements defined as concepts A
through D were investigated. Design point data were generated for a range of
cycle conditions (refrigerant temperatures) and heat exchanger approach tem-
peratures. Temperature profiles through the system heat exchangers -illustrating
approach temperature in terms of fluid inlet and outlet temperatures are shown
in Figure 6. The schematics and plots shown depict counterflow heat exchanger
configurations. This arrangement was used for illustration purposes only. In
practice, the heat exchangers will generally be of a cross-counterflow design.
However, the approach temperature remains a major design factor in determining
the size  of heat exchangers of any flow cc;rT gurat i on.
The system characteristics obtained by computer analysis were plotted in
terms of the significant design parameters and are discussed below. The condi-
tions listed in Table 2 were used for purposes of comparison. Data presented
later show the sensitivity of the system to water temperature at boiler inlet
as high as 300 F.
74-10996(7).
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Figure b.	 Typical Temperature Profiles
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Parameter Desi	 n Condition
Water
	 inlet temperature to the boiler 366.5 K (200 F)
Ambient air drybulb temperature 308.2 K (95 F)
Ambient air wetbulb temperature 297 K (75 F)
Room return air drybulb temperature 299.8 K (80 F)
Evaporating temperature 280.4 K (45 F)
Room return air wetbulb -Temperature 292.6 K (67 F)
System capacity 10.5 kw (3 tons)
Concept m^-^^^nt A ir Condenser
The schematic of Concept A is presented in Figure 7 below. Parametric























Figure 7. Concept A, Ambient Air.Condenser
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1. E=ffect of Condensing Temperature (Figure 8e)
The condenser and its fan constitute the most sensitive equipment in terms
of system cost, size, and electrical power. While the system COP increases at
low condensing temperature, resulting in lower boiler and condenser heat loads,
the lower AT (condensing temperature -- air temperature) potential for heat trans-
fer with a fixed ambient air heat sink overshadows this effect. As a result, both
system power (with condenser fan as the main contributor) and system cost
increase rapidly as the design condensing temperature drops below about 320 K
(115 F). At that condensing temperature and for the conditions listed on the
figure, the overall system COP will be about 0.3.
The sensitivities of these parameters at a condensing temperature of 319 K
{115 F) calculated in terms of condensing temperature are as follows:
COP sensitivity:	 0.017/K (-0.0092/F)
	
.Power sensitivity:	 -0.12 kw/K (-0.065 kw/F)
Cost sensitivity:	 -$190/K (-$104/F)
An overall system-level trade can be performed involving system COP and cost
because both COP and cost increase as condensing temperature drops. However,
at 319 K (115 F), a 0.1 improvement in system COP will cost $1120; this repre-
sents a prohibitive cost increase for higher performance. A condensing tempera-
ture of 319 K (115 F) appears about minimum for this type of system designed for.
the conditions listed in Figure 8a.
2. Effect of Condenser Approach Temperature (Figure 8b)
The condenser cooling airflow w can be approximated by
Q	 _ Q
w - Cp AT air cp x (TcondrTair in
where Q is the condenser heat load, cp is the specific heat.of the cooling air,
and 
Tcond 
is the condensing temperature. Reference is made to Figure 6 for
definition of the approach temperature,AT approach, in terms of the fluid
temperatures. at inlet and outlet of the condenser.. As shown by this.correiation
and plotted in Figure 8b, the cooling airflow through the condenser increases
rapidly with increasing air temperature for fixed _values of the condensing and
ambient air temperatures. This effect overshadows the low condenser UA
requirements and smaller condenser size because the. thermal . des 1gn requirements
are relaxed at higher approach temperature. For example, the condenser
required at 4.2 K (7.5 F) and 8.3 K (15 F) approach temperatures are estimated as
50 kJ/sec m2-K (8810 Stu/hr ft2 F) and 68.2 kJ/sec m2 K (12,000 Btu/hr ft2 F),
respectively. As a result, system cost and electrical power requirements will
increase with the condenser design approach temperature. In terms of system
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heat exchanger), an approach temperature of 5.6 K (10 F) appears to bea
reasonable compromise for the operating conditions noted in Figure 8b.
3. E=ffect of Boiling Temperature (Figure 8c)
The cost and power dependancy'on bailing temperatures are relatively
mild by comparison to condensing temperature. In this case, the major effect
is the most favorable system operating conditions (higher COQ) obtained at
higher boiler temperature. As the boiling temperature increases from 344 K
(160 F) to 3.55 K (180 F), the quantity of heat .processed at the condenser.
decreases from 60.4 kw (206,300 Btu/hr) to 44.9 kw (153,100 Btu/hr) for a
10.5-kw (3-ton) capacity air conditioner. This effect is reflected in the
plot of Figure 8c.
The sensitivity of the system characteristics to boiling temperature
(around 355 K (180 F)) are:
COP sensitivity:	 +0.008/K (0.0044/F)
Power sensitivity:	 -0.035 kw/K (-0.019 kw/F)
Cost sensitivity:	 -$60.4/K (-$33.6/F)
These data show that the COP sensitivity due to boiling temperature is about
one--half of that due to condensing temperature, while power and cost are only
one-third as sensitive.
The plot of Figure 8c shows that high boiling temperature is highly
desirable. Boiler 'design considerations, however, limit the boiling tempera-
ture to about 258.2 K (185 F) with a water inlet temperature of 366.5 K (200 F).
4. Effect of Boiler Approach Temperature (Figure 8d)
The boiler ap proach temperature has only a negligible effect on system
cost and electrical power requirements. The only significant effects are
system level considerations such as water flow rate and thermal energy storage
tank thermal management. For a fixed water temperature at boiler inlet of
366.5K (.200 F), a lower approach temperature will reduce the hot water flow
considerably and enhance thermal energy utilization if adequate.stratification
is provided in the water storage tank design. This presents significant Sys-
tem operational advantages because water at a high temperature level will be
available fora longer period.
With a fully mixed tank, the only advantage of a lower approach temper-
ature is the lower pump flow required. However, a higher boiler effectiveness.
will be required. Detail design studies of the boiler will be necessary in
final selection of the boiler approach temperafure,.For the conditions noted
near the selected design point, an approach of 4.2 K (7.5 F) appears acceptable
in view of the high heat -transfer coefficients achievable on both sides_ (water
.and R-11 side).of this unit.
^s.
5.	 Effect of Evaporator Approach Temperature (Figure 8e) 	 i
The evaporating temperature was fixed at 280.4 K (45 F) for all system
concepts considered. This represents a maximum value to provide for latel?t
heat removal and control of humidity within the air conditioned space. Data
similar to that presented previously are shown in Figure 8e.._As_shown, the
evaporator approach temperature has only a relatively small effect on over-all
system cost and power requirement. The only limiting factoi` is the evaporator
_	 airflow rate, which exceeds the ARI specification of 0.054 (m- 3/sec)/kw (400	 s
cfm/ton) at approach temperatures higher than 9 K (16 F). An evaporator
	 '.
approach temperature of 5.6 K (10 F) appears reasonable in view of the thermal design
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f6.	 System and Component Characteristics
Previous discussions have been concerned with the characteristics of
the system .
 as a function of cycle parameters and heat exchanger thermal design.
As a result of these discussions, a design point was selected for Concept A
equipment corresponding to the interface data of Table 2. The characteristics
of this system and its components are listed in Table 3.
Concept B, Humidified Ambient Air Condenser (Figure 9)
Examination of the computer data for Concept B shows a dependence of system
characteristics on boiling temperature similar to that for Concept A. Further-
more, the boiler and evaporator approach temperatures have only a mild effect
on overall air conditioner cost and power requirements at conditions near the
selected design point for this concept. The major parameter affecting cost,
power, and COP is again the condensing temperature and the condenser approach
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Figure 9	 Concept B, Humidified Ambient Air Condenser
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Design Conditions
Capacity:	 10.55 kw (3 tons)
Hot water supply temperature :	 366.5 K (200 F)
Ambient temperatures:	 348.2 K (95 F) db, 297 K C75 F) wb
Conditioned air return temperatures:
	










358.2 K C165 F)
Condensing temperature:	 310.9 K (100 F)
Evaporating temperature:
	
280.4 K (45 F)
Power loop efficiency:	 10 percent
Refrigeration loop COP: 5.75
Overall COP: 0.519
Equipment Data
1.	 Heat Exchangers Boiler Condenser Evaporator HumrdTfier
Heat load, kw(Btu/hr) 20.3 (69,130) 31.0 (104,600) 10.55 (63,000) 38.2 030,500)
UA, kw/m2K (Btu/hr ft2 F) 36.2 (6390) 38.1	 (6705) - -
Cold fluid R-fl Humidified air R-11 Water
inlet temperature, K(F) 311.7	 (101.3) 298.2 (77) 280.4 (45) 294.3 (70)
Outlet temperature, K(F) 358.2 (185) 305.4 (90) 280.4 (45) -
Flaw rate, kg/sec(lb/hr) 0.102 (808) - 0.066 (520) .015 (122)
m3/sec Ccfm) - 3.67 (7780) - -
m3/sec Cgpm)
- --
Hot fluid Water R-11 Return air Ambient air
Inlet temperature, KM 366.5 (2011) 332.1
	
C120.1) 299.8 (80) db 308.2 (95) db.
292.6 K (67) wb 297 (75) wb
Outlet 'temperature, K(F) 362.3 (192.5) 310.9	 (100) 285.9 (55) db, 298.2 (77) db,
285 C53.41 wb 297 (75) wb
Flow rate, kg/sec (lb/hrl - 0.168	 (1328)
m3/sec Ccfm) - - 0.40 (850) 3.67 (7780)
M3 /sac (gpm) 0.0012 (18.4) - -
2.	 Turbamachines
Turbine Compressor
Flcw,kg/sec (lb/hr) 0.102 MOM 0.066 (520)
Inlet pressure, k N/m 2 (psla) 592.9 (86) 55.16 (8)
Pressure ratio 3.47 3.1
Diameter, cm tint	 _ 4.93 (1.94) 5.6^- (2.24)
Speed, rpm 61,716 61,'116
.Efficiency,.% 78.9 72ai
3.	 Blowers and Pumps
-
Condenser Evaporator Freon Water
Blower Blower Pump Pump
Flow, kg/sea C:b/hr) - ..0.102	 (808): 0.152 (1200)'
m3/sec (cfm) 3.67 (7780) 0.40 (650) - -
Inlet pressur, k N/m2 (psta) 101.3	 (14.7 101.3	 (14.7 162.6 (23.6) 101.3 04.7)
Pressure rise, N/m2 (tn. 142O1 147	 (0.59) 214	 (0.86) -
Pressure ratio - 3.83Y 2
Electrical power, kw E.f1 0.160 . 0.064 0.105
t
TABU 3
SYSTEM AND COMPONENT * CHARACTER1STICS FOR CONQBP.T A
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1. Effect of Condensing Temperature
In this case, the ambient air drybulb temperature is reduced by about
10 K (18 F) from 308.2 K (95 F) by adiabatic humidification upstream of the
condenser. As a result, significantly lower condensing temperatures can
be achieved without significant cost and power penalties. As shown in
Figure 10a,condensing temperatures of 310.9 K (100 F) can be used for design,
corresponding to a COP of 0.48. This represents a 50 percent increase
over Concept A. Concept B also results in significant cost savings (about
$2000 for a 10. .5-kw (3-ton) unit) and a 20 percent savings in fan/pump power
requirements.
As the condensing temperature drops below 310.9 K (100 F), both system
cost-to-the-user and. system power increase rapidly, although the performance
of the.systein improves. Again, in this case this effect is due to the much
higher condenser airflow rates necessary at lower condensing temperatures.
The cost increase associated with the higher COP at a condensing temperature
of 310.9 K (100 F) is estimated at $780 for 0.1 increase in COP. Tentatively,
a condensing temperature of 310.9 K (100 F) is selected for this approach.
2. Effect of Condenser Approach Temperature
This effect is depicted in the plot of Figure 10b for conditions repre-
sentative of system design point. Again, the condenser airflow required
increases rapidly with approach temperature above a 6T approach of 5.6 K
(10 F). The higher heat exchanger effectiveness and weight required at low
approach temperature is more than offset by the much lower cooling airflows
necessary. There are no apparent problems in designing the condenser for
a 5.6 K (10 F) approach.
3. System and Component Characteristics
Table 4 summarizes the characteristics of the system (and its components)
identified as Concept B and shown schematically in Figure 9. design point
conditions are listed in the table. Boiling temperature is taken as 358.2 K
(185 F) for a boiler approach of 4.2 K (7.5 F); evaporating temperature is
280.4 K (45 F) for an evaporator approach of 5.6 K (10 1 = ). The condensing
temperature is 310.9K (100 F) for an approach of 5.6 K (10 F). Under these
conditions, system COP is 0.480.
Concept C, Evaporative Condenser (Figure 11)
A schematic of this arrangement is shown in Figure 11. Water is sprayed
on the tubes of the condenser where it evaporates. The vapor formed is entrained
by the airstream through the unit. The air is only used as a means for evapor-
ating water. At 'inlet, near-adiabatic saturation will reduce the drybulb
temperature of the air to about 298.2 K (77 F). As the air drybulb temperature
increases through the unit, its capacity for water vapor increases rapidly.











SYSTEM AND'COMPONENT CHARACTERISTICS FOR CONCEPT B
Design Conditions
Capaclty:	 10.55 kw 13 tans)
Hot water supply temperature: 366.5 K (200 F)
Ambient temperatures:	 308.2 K (95 F) db, 297 K (75 F) wb
Conditioned air return temperatures:299.8 K (80 F) db, 292.6 K (67 F) wb
Overall System Parameters
COP:	 0.326




Boiler temperature: 	 358.2 K (185 F)
Condenser temperature: 	 319.3 K (115 F)
Evaporator temperature: 280.4 K (45 F)
Power loop efficiency:	 6.5%




I.	 Heat exchangers Boller Condenser	 Evaporate,.
Heat load, kw (Btu/hr) 32.-3	 ( 1 €0,100) 42.6 (145,500)	 30.55 (36,000)
UA, kw/m2K [Btu/hr ft 	 F) 57.9 (10,200) 57.3 (10,100)
Cold fluid R-11 Ambient air	 R--11.
Inlet temperature, K(F) 319.9	 (116.2) 308.2 (95)	 280.4 (45)
Outlet temperature, K(F) 358.2 (1851 313.7 (105)	 280.4 (45)
Flaw rata, kg/sac (lb/hrl 0.169 (1337) -	 0.069	 (5451




Hot fluid Water R-11	 Return air
Inlet temperature, K(F) 356.5 (200) 330.2 (134.6)	 299.8(60) db,292.6
(67) wb
Outlet temperature,. K(F) 362.3'(192.5) 339.3 (115)	 285.9(55) db, 285
(53.4) wb
Flow rate, kg/sec (lb/hr) - 0.238 (1882)	 -
m3/sec (cfm) - -	 0.4 (650)
m3
 /sec (gpm) 0.0019	 (29.3) -	 -
2.	 Turbcmachinos
Turbine Compressor
Flow, kg/sec (lb/hrl 0.169 (1337) 0.069 (545)
Inlet pressure, WATm 	 (psla) 592.9 (86.9) 55.16 (8.0)
Pressure ratio 2.66 4.04
Diameter, cm (in.) 4.63 (1.82) 6,70 (2,64)
Speed, rpm 58,720 58,720
Efficiency, percent i	 0.81 0.71
3.	 Blowers and Pumps
Evaporator Condenser	 Freon
Blower Blower	 Pump
Flaw,	 kg/sec (ib/hr) - -	 0.169 (1337)
m3/sea (cfm) 0.4 (848) 6.63 (14,050)	 -
Inlot pressure, W-2 (psta) 101.3	 (14.7) 101.3 (14.7)	 212.4	 (30.8)
Pressure rise, N/J (In.H2O) 214 (0.86) 102 (0.41)	 -
Pressure ratio - -	 2.93
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In Concept B, the water-carrying capacity of the condenser airstream
.is limited by the wetbulb temperature of the air at inlet 297 K (75 F),
and condenser cooling is affected essentially by sensible heat transfer. In
Concept C, the water capacity of the air increases through the heat exchanger
as the drybulb temperature of the air increases. Also, much higher heat trans-
fer coefficients can be achieved by water evaporation on the surfaces of the
condenser tubes.
Parametric data generated by computer indicate that the boiler and
evaporator approach temperatures have only minor effects on the overall system
cost and electrical power requirements. As before, these parameters were
selected as 4.2 K (7.5 F) and 5.6 K (10 F, respectively. For maximum COP, a
boiling temperature of 358.2 K (185 F) was..selected.
I.	 Effect of Condensing Temperature
Figure 12a shows system cost and power requirements as a function of con-
densing temperature for two values of the approach temperature, 5.6 K (10 F)
and 8.3 K (15 F). At condensing temperatures above about 314 K (105 F), cost
and power are about the same for the two values of the approach temperature.
At lower condensing temperatures, the lower approach yields preferable char-
acteristics. Further, in order to achieve a condensing temperature as low
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2. Effect of Condenser Ao proach Temperature
In this case, the approach temperature is defined as the difference
between the condensing temperature and the wetbulb temperature of the air at
condenser outlet. As the approach temperature increases, both cost and
power requirement increase since more air is required to carry the water load.
The optimum occurs at an approach temperature of about 5.6 K (10 F) with a
condensing temperature of 305.4 K (90 F). Thus, with a condenser temperature
of 305.4 K (90 F), the temperature of the air at condenser outlet will be
;99.8 K (80 F) -- wetbulb and drybulb. The system cost and power are con-
siderably lower than either Concepts A or B over the range investigated.
3. System and Component Characteristics
Table 5 lists the significant system characteristicF and component per-
formance for the design of the system corresponding to the schematic of .
Figure 11. The data are presented for a condensing temperature of 305.4 x
(90 F), a boiling temperature of 358.2 K (185 F), and an evaporating temperature
of 280.4 K (45 F). System overall COP is 0.691 -- a considerable improvement
over the two concepts (A and B) discussed previously.
Concept D, Water Condenser/Coo ling Tower (Figure 13)
This arrangement also has the potential for.low condensing temperature
through the use of an efficient cooling tower. The cool water from the cooling
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SYSTEM AND COMPONENT SUMMARY FOR CONCEPT C
Desicn Conditions
Capacity:	 10.55 kw C3 tons)
Hot water supply temporaturc :
	
366.5 K MO F)
Amh(ent temperatures:
	 309.2 K (95 F1 db, 297 K (75 F) wb
Conditionod dlr raturn temperatures : 	 299.8 K (80 F)	 dt•, 292.6 K (67 F) wb
Overall System Pardmeters
CCP: 0.591
Electrical	 power requirements:	 i.15 kw
User's cost: 53055
Cycle Danz
Boiling temperature:	 358.2 K (165 F)
Condensing temperature:
	
305.4 K (90 F)
Evapor.,ting temperatur(;: 2R0.4K (45 F)
Power ICop eff(ciancy:	 0.108




PDT 	 r Condenser Evaporator
Heat lard,	 Rw, (s`u/hr) I4.4	 (51,950) 24.3 (87,560) 5.56 (36,000)
UA, kw/m` K (atu/hr ful= l 27.2 (4800 - -
Cold	 f{uld R--11 Air and evaporated water R-H
inlet te^zperature,
	 KCF) 3062 (91.4) 308.2 (951 dh, 297 (75) wb 280.4	 (45)
Outlet temperature, K(F) 356.2 (165) 299.8 (80) db, 299.8 (8)) wb 280.4 (45)
Flow rate,	 kg/sec 11b/hr) 0,075 (5921 Water evap.:	 O.OtB (144.6) 0.064	 (504)
rm
:)/EEC Ccfml - air:	 1.91	 (4050) -
m3/sec (gpm) - - -
Hot fluid Water R-li Return air
Inlet temperature,	 K(F1 356.5 1200) 316.'	 (110;9) 299.8 (60) db,
292.6 C67) wb
Cutlet torrperuture,
	 'r:(F) 362.3	 (192.51 305.4 (901 285.9 (55) db,
2E5 (53.4) wb
Flow rate,	 kg/sec (lb/hr)
- O.139	 (1097) -
m3/sec (cim) - - C.4 (850)
*3/SEC (gpm) 0.0009 (13.8) - -
Z.	 TurbemachTnes
Turbine compressor
Plow,	 kg/sec	 (Ib/hr) 0.075 (592) O.C64 (504)
Inlet pressure,	 kN/m2
 Cpsia) 592.9 (86) 55.2 (8)
Pressure ratio 4.1 2.62
Diameter,	 c1n (1n.) 5.54	 (2.181 5.54	 (2.181
Speed, rpm 58,470 58,440
Efficiency, percent 77.1 73.6
3.	 Blowers and pumps
Condenser Evaporator Freon water
Blower Blower Pump Pump
Flow,	 kg/sec	 (lb/hr) - - 0.075(592) 0.127	 C10001
m3/sec Ccfml 1.91	 (4050 0.4 (850) - --
inlet pressure,	 kN/m2 (psTa) 101.3	 [14.7) IOi.3	 (14.7) 137.8	 (20) (101.31	 14.7
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the order of 305.4 K (90 F) can be achieved. For water-to-air heat pumps, ARI
standard 240 (Reference 4) specifies a water temperature at condenser inlet and
outlet of 297 K (75 F) and 308.2 K (95 F), respectively. The 297 K (75 F) inlet
temperature appears very optimistic in view of the 297 K (75 F,) wetbulb temper-
ature of ambient air for air--to-air heat pumps. Further, there appears to be
no firm basis for the 308.2 K (95 F) condenser outlet temperature other than
limiting the water flow rate and the AT through the cooling tower. In this
study, the cooling water temperature from the cooling tower was taken as
299.8 K ( .80 F) because this temperature level is more consistant with an ambient
air wetbulb temperature of. 297 K (75 F).
As for the three previous concepts, the boiling temperature selected in
final evaluation was 358.2 K (185 F) to maximize COP. The approach temperatures
at the boiler and evaporator were taken as 4.2 K (7.5 F) and 5.6 K (10 F), respec-
tively. Figure 14 shows parametric data related to the operation and design of
the condenser.
1	 Effect of Condensing Temperature (Figure 14a)
Both power consumption and system cost increase.with condensing temperature
primarily because of the lower system effectiveness. In this case, however, the
condensing heat exchanger/cooling tower constitute a very efficient heat rejec-
tion system; thus, the impact of these components on total system cost and power
is not as pronounced as for other competing approaches. The optimum design in
terms of condensing temperature occurs at about 305.4 K (90 F). With a water
temperature of 299 K (80 F) at condenser inlet, this imposes severe limitations
on the approach temperature (as shown in Figure 14b).
2. Effect of Condenser Approach Temperature
The high heat transfer coefficient afforded by the water coolant loop
allows the design of a very efficient condenser with a low approach temperature
The 2.8 K (5 F) approach selected-may have to be increased as a result of con--
denser detail design investigations. However, this does not represent an
unrealistic design point for this unit.
3. System and Component Characteristics
Table 6 summarizes the characteristics of the system and its components at
design point. Cycle operating parameters were selected as follows:
Soiling temperature:	 358.2 K (185 F)
Condensing temperature:	 305.4 K (90 F)
Evaporating temperature: 280.4 K (45 F)
In this case, the very low system power reflects the low pressure drop of the
ambient air throutlh : the cooling tower. The value used in the computation of
cooling tower power was taken as representative of existing cooling tower
equipment.
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TABLE b
CONCEPT D SYSTEM AND COMPONENT SUMMARY
I
Design Conditions
Capacity:	 10,55 kw (3 tons)
Hot	 ater supply temperature:	 366.5 K (200 F)
Ambient temperatures: 	 308.2 K C95 F) db, 297 K (75 F) wb
Conditioned air return temperatures:	 299.5 K (50 F) db, 292.6 K (67 F) wb
Water temperature from cool Ing tower: 	 299.8 K (80 F)
Overall System Parameters
COP:	 0.691
Electrical power requirements:	 0.65 kw
User's cost:	 $3730
Cycle data
Bailing temperature: 	 358.2 K (185 F)
Condensing temperature:	 305.4 K (90 F)
Evaporating temperature: 	 260.4 K (45 F)
Power loop efficiency:	 10.8 percent
Refrlgeratlon loop COP: 	 7.12
Overall COP:	 0.691
Equipment Data_
I.	 Heat exchangers Boiler Condenser Evaporator-
Heat load, kw (Btu/hr) 15.2 (51,950) 25.65 (87,560) 10.55	 (36,000)
UA, kw/m2K (fltu/hr ft2 F) 27.2 (48(30) 68.6	 (12,140) -
Cold fluid R-II Cooling tower R-II
water
Inlet temperature, K (F) 306.2 (9.14) 299.8 (80) 280.4 (45)
Outlet temperature, K (F) 358.2 (185) 302.6 (85) 280.4 (45
Flow rate, kg/sec (Lb/hr) .075 (592) - 0.064 (504)
m3/sec (cfm) - -
m3/sec (gpm) - 0.0022 (35)
Hot fluid Water R-11 Return air
Inlet temperature, K (F) 366.5 (2001 316.7	 (110.4) 299.8 (80) db, 2292.6
(67) wb
Outlet temperature, K (F) 352.3 (192.5) 305.4 (90) 255.9 (55) db, 285
(53.4) wb
Flow rate, kg/sec (lb/hr) 0.139 ([09.7) -
m3/sec (cfm) - - 0.4 (850)
m3/sec (gpm) .0009 (13.8) - -
2.	 Turbomachines Turbine Compressor
Flow, kg/sec (lb/hr) 0.075 (592) 0.064 (504)
Inlet pressure, kw/mZ (psia) 592.9 (86) 5518 (8.0)
Pressure ratio 4.1 2.62
Diameter, cm (in.) 5.54	 (2.18) 5.54 (2.18)
Speed, rpm 56,440 58,440
Efficiency, percent 77..1 73.6
Cooling Tower Evaporator Freon Water
3.	 Blowers and Pumps Blower Blower Pump Pump
Flaw, kg/sec (lb/hr) - - 0.075 (592) 0.127 (1000)
m3/sec (cfm) 2.61	 (500D)
Inlet pressure, kN/m? Cpsia) 101.3 (14.7) 101.3 (14.7) 137.8 (20) 101..3	 (.14.7)
Pressure rise, N/m2 (ln.H2O)
-
54.7 (.22) 214	 (.86) - -
Pressure ratio - - 4.62 2
Electrical power, kw 0.26 0.18 0.05 0.17
P




Data published by Arkla (Reference 5) on the anticipated performance of
a L!Br/H 20 absorption air conditioner designed for solar application and
featuring an evaporative condenser are summarized . in
 Table 7. The installed
price of such a system (including fans) is estimated at about $2500 to $3000
(private communication from Arkla Industries distributor).
The LiBr/H 20 air conditioner has been widely used in conjunction with solar
systems and is generally acceptable as the baseline air conditioner. The four
Rankine-cycle air conditioner concepts discussed in this report were compared to
the LiBr/H20 system to determine advantages in terms of overall system parameters.
The characteristics of the Rankine systems investigated are summarized in Table 8.
Concept Evaluation
Concept A, featuring. an ambient air dry condenser, yields excessive system ..
costs and COP's. The high condensing temperatures (319.3 K (115 F)) characteris-
tic of this approach result in a COP of 0.33 and excessive condenser size and
ambient cooling airflows. As a result of the low-COP high-condenser heat loads,
high condenser effectiveness, and very high airflows, the cost of the system is
prohibitive.
In Concept B, a humidifier upstream of the condenser reduces the drybulb.
temperature of the ambient air and thus provides an effectively lower temper-
ature heat sink. With this approach, condensing temperatures of 310.9 K (100 F)
can be achieved without excessivel y
 penalyzing the system. This reduction in
condensing temperature improves cycle COP significantly by comparison to Concept
A (from 0.33 to 0.52). As a result, the condenser heat load is reduced consider-
ably; the ambient airflow necessary for cooling also is reduced, and finally,.
system cost becomes more attractive. By comparison to the Arkla LiBr/H20
system, Concept B is not competitive; COP is considerablylower (0.52 vs 0.65);
installed cost is higher ($4000 vs $2700); and auxiliary electrical power (for
fans and pumps) also is higher (1.5 kw vs 0.88 kw). Therefore, Concept B is
rejected on the basis of all three evaluation criteria.
Concept 0 features an evaporative condenser where water is evaporated to
the ambient airstream from the outer surface of the condenser tanks. As shown
in Table 8, the installed cost of this system is comparable to that of the Arkla .
LiBr/.HZO used as a baseline. The condensing temperature can be reduced to
305.4 K (90 F) with are ambient wetbulb temperature corresponding to ARl conditions
(297 K (75 M. The COP of Concept C is 0.69, which is slightly higher than
that of the Arkla unit (0.`65). The power requirement is estimated at 1.15 kw,
which As sIightiy . higher .
 than that of the Arkla unit. This concept represents a
significant improvement over Concepts A and B and is considered competitive with
the Arkla system. Off-design performance of Concept B must be determined to
fully evaluate the advantages of this approach by comparison to the Arkla unit.
Concept D incorporates a cooling tower that provides the cold water used
J,
	as the _air conditioner heat sink. The performance of this concept as expressed
by COP is the same as for Concept C, 0.69. The installed cost is higher than
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TABLE 7
ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE OF WATER-FiRED ABSORPTION AIR CONDITIONER
0
I
Cooling capacity	 10.54 kw (3 tons)
Hot water source temperature	 363.7 K in/358.2 K out (195 F in/185 F out)
Chilled water temperature	 285.9 K in/280.4 K out (55 F in/45 F out)
Evaporative heat rejection 	 298.7.K (78 F wb air in).
Water consumption
	
25.2 Rm 3/sec (24 gal /hr)
Coefficient of performance	 0.65
Electrical consumption	 875 watts maximum
-TABLE 8
COMPARISON OF APPROACHES
Capacity:	 10.55 kw (3 tons)
Hot water supply temperatures: 	 366.5 K (200 F)
Ambient.air temperatures:	 308.2 K (95 F)db, 297 K (75 F)wb
Conditioned air temperatures: 	 299.8 K (80 F.)db; 292.6 K (67 F)wb
Dry Evaporative Cooling
Condenser Humidifier Condenser Tower
Parameter (Concept A) (Concept B). (Concept C) (Concept. D)
Condensing
temperature, K(F) 319.3 (11.5) 310.9	 (100) 305.4 (90) 305.4	 (90)
Condenser
(cooling tower)




	 (gpm). 0.0019	 (29.3) . 0.0012	 (18.4) 0.0009	 (13.8) 0.0009	 (13.8)
Evaporator
.airflow,	 m3/sec
(c+m) 0.4	 .(8,50:) 0.4	 (850) 0.4	 (850) 0..4	 (.850)
COP 0.326 0.519 0.691 0.691
Electrical	 power
requirements, kw 1.72 1.46 1.15 0.65
Users cost,





tDetailed investigations of Concept D are warranted to verify by detailed
analysis the system cost obtained using the cost model developed earlier in
this program.
Operation at Higher Boiler Temperature
While the COP of the absorption system remains about the same over a wide
range of heat source temperatures, the Rankine-powered air conditioner per-
formance increases significantly at higher boiler temperature. The data of
Figure 15 show this effect.
	 COP's as high as 1.0 can be obtained at..a water
temperature at boiler inlet.of 422 K (300 F). This temperature level could
be obtained with a low-performance concentrating collector without sun tracking
features. The high COP, relatively low cost, and reasonable power requirements
seem to warrant further investigations at temperature levels Nigher than con-
sidered under the present contract.
SYSTEM ARRANGEMENT: CONCEPT C (SEE FIGURE 11)
SYSTEM CAPACITY: 10.5 kw (3 TONS)
CONDENSING TEMPERATURE: 305.4K (90F)


































The investigations conducted have shown the following:
(a) COP T S as high as 0.69 can be obtained with a Rankine--powered system
using water evaporation to enhance condenser performance.
(b) Detailed studies are required to determine the desirability of an
evaporative-type condenser by comparison to the use of a cooling
tower.
(c) On the basis of COP, cost, and electric power usage, the Rankine-
powered system is comparable to state--of-art LiBr/H ZO absorption
systems.
(d) Off-design performance analyses are necessary to fully assess the
relative merits of the Rankine-powered and absorption systems.
(e) The present investigations of Rankine-powered systems should be
extended to include higher thermal source temperatures as attainable
from semi-concentrator type solar collectors. At source temperatures
of 422 K (300 F), COP T S higher than 1.0 can be achieved; this
compares very favorably to the LiBr/H ZO absorption system.
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTER PROGRAM NOMENCLATURE AND LISTING
This appendix contains a definition of the computer program input
nomenclature and the listing of the program. The program was written in
Fortran language for use with the Univac 1108 computer. The nomenclature
is given in Table A-1, which defines all input data required for execution
of 'RANKIN' as contained in the NAMELIST 'INPUT'. The data are presented
in the same order as they appear in the computer program input data list.
The computer program listing is presented in Figure A--16
TABLE A-1
INPUT DATA NOMENCLATURE FOR 'RANKIN'
VIST
	
Viscosity of refrigerant at 15 tabulated temperatures TT,'centipoise
TT	 15 temperatures at which viscosity VIST is given, °F




Enthalpy of saturated.vapor at temperatures TTH, Btu/Ib
HLT	 Enthalpy of saturated liquid at temperatures TTH, Btu /Ib
PT	 Saturation pressure at temperatures TTH, psia
RHOVT	 Density of saturated vapor at temperatures TTH, lb/(cu ft)
CP	 Specific heat of vapor at constant pressure, Btu/(°F)(1b)
GAMMA
	
Specific heat ratio of vapor
AK	 Ratio of sonic velocity to square . root of absolute temperature, ft/(sec) ( °R)
Molecular weight of refrigerant
DPP	 HX pressure drop expressed as a fraction of inlet pressure.
EFM	 Mechanical efficiency of turbocompressor shaft, infraction
QR	 Refrigeration load, Btu/hr
RHCL	 Liquid density, I .b/(cu ft)
EFPUMP	 Efficiency of liquid pump, in fraction




i TITLE Name of refrigerant
NTB Number of boiler temperatures to be used (maximum of B allowed)
TBT Boiler temperatures to be used, OF
NTC Number of condenser temperatures to be used (maximum of 8 allowed)
fTCT Condenser temperatures to be used, IF
NTE Number of evaporator temperatures to be used (maximum of & allowed)
TET Evaporator temperatures to be used, 	 IF
KCR Control
	 index for the type of condenser employed; l for dry condenser, 2 for wet
condenser, 3 for condenser using a prehumidifier, 4 for water-cooled condenser.
in conjunction with 'a cooling tower
UAER UA per sq ft front area for a dry condenser, Btu/(hr)(°F)(sq ft)
EFFAN Fan efficiency (combined aerodynamic and electrical)
CPL Specific heat of	 liquid refrigerant,	 Btu/(Ib)(°F) i
TG Air temperatures at evaporator	 inlet, outlet, condenser	 inlet and outlet respectively,
OF




NDTE Number of evaporator approach temperatures to be used (maximum of 5 allowed)
DTEI' Evaporator approach temperatures to be used, OF
NDTB Number of boiler temperatures to be used (maximum of 5 allowed)
DTBT So i 1 er temperatures" to be used,	 OF
1JDTC ..Number of condenser temperatures to be used (maximum of 5 all. owed)
DTCT Condenser temperatures to be used, °F
NTBIN Number of boiler	 inlet hot water temperatures to be used (maximum of 5 allowed)
TBINT Boiler	 inlet hot water temperatures to be used, 	 IF
NTCIN Number of condenser inlet cooling water temperatures to be used for the case
KCR = 4
	
(maximum of 5 . allowed)	 .
TCI.NT Condenser inlet cooling water temperatures to be used, OF







FLT	 IAGI+)2tIt75072it	 65739	 t	 1
000001 SIMg OUT INE	 LA(;T.v21TD,XtNP9NDt)(ntY0vY).
000002 C RFVT5F0 F lk FO RT,iAN	 I v 9 - 6- h5	 s.	 WON(;




000007 4 Ir(XO n xrNP)119,13^7
000004 7 ILUmhP+1
000009 lU .INI n ILo41
a 000010 GD TO 46
c 000011. I3 IL0xNP
DOD012 la YONY(ILO)
^+ 000013 RETURV





? z 000019 IF(M0w2)469n6t28
' K 000020 cab DD 43 Ig3th0
600021 IF(TLO-1)40t40r31
000022 31 IF(IHI+4P)3407t37
00000 34 IF	 37t3700
000020 37 ILOMIL0 n 1





000030 On 49 i3iED,IHI
°° 0000!! 4.9 PMlltN*(X0+x(1))
000032 DO 56	 IGILO*IHI
000033 PMFN/(XD n k(I))
000034 DO 55 J41LOtIHI





















r FI,T	 91 E w xOrv9) +T5G7219	 657 4 0	 ^	 1
000001 SUORUUTInf	 NENTan (h19taGOrxrYrYdrYn^X^iJhr %'iFxtER)
000007 C 5FT
	 ht u )	 Th	 .9A IN	 PKI}GRA N 	FitFO Qu 	C 1 LL	 f'b+Tfl%.	 (NE	 HnOTI'!t
000003 C. FTn05 X	 F 4)R	 Y;0	 rI V En	 N40=1	 IF
	
k FCALCUTATj r1W9 RF17LTNCnr
a 000004 C GTVF5	 NnOZ 2	 IF	 C0NVf7 RrF-`-CF	 14	 ACHEn.
5i {
000006 1 FORm AT	 (SMOO EXCEEDED 20	 TTFRATTON5 IN NEWTONIS
000007 2 FnRmAT:	 (10 W X
	 x0	 X5	 r	 Y0	 $LOPE
s 600008 1	 EkI/IXr7G10.a)





000012 1F	 (AAa(r)-fey )	 firers
000013 5 TF(41)7960






—y 000019 GO To 21
000020 7 SLUPf n ( r-Y0)/(XmXn)

















































A FLT	 RANKIN11t75D730t	 u5327	 r	 I








	 MTC ► Mw.N3NCtr+8CrFJCtN8T
n00001 OIMFN3lnN	 TTH(1T)rkYT(17)rPT(17)tR)InvT(17)rHLT[17)
000008 IJIMEN5I0Y	 TRT(8)rTC7(8).TET(t3l
000009 DIKFNSION	 OTET(S) n UTHT(5)tUTCTCS)rTR1r'T(9IrTCIt.Y(5)
0000)0. GIMENS ION Rn ► TE(2lvPT1ME(?)tDATTMF(5)
000011 c
000012 DATA RTIHErRDATE /6H	 tZH	 r6H	 13H
000013 DATA OA !m E /6HRUh DN96H	 ohm	 Ar6HI	 t6H
000014 DATA	 (CO HO(Tr1lrI=1r51/ I O k Y	 CONnc48 E=Te	 E MPEOYE A 	 I/
000D15 DATA	 (CE1N0(Tr2)rIrrlt5l/
000016 I	 'WET CONDENSER FHPLOYFD	 I/
000017 DATA	 (CONt1(I03)rlalt5)/ I PIIECDOLER/HUMIDIFIER	 EMPL OYED	 I/
DOoold DATA	 (CONn(It4)tIxlt5)/
000019 1	 (COOLING TOWER EMPLaYED 	 I/
n00020 NAMPLIST	 /I'uPUT/	 VISTtTTrTTHtHVTtHLTtPTtRHDVTrCPtFAHHhrAK
DOD02I tomKoOPPtEFMrL)PPPNFL+EFPIJHPtTITLEtNTRrTHTtNTCeTCT,NTEtTET+















000033 2	 FOH M AT	 (1 H 1t20XtI5OLAR	 P OW E R ED	 AI R 	'CONDITIO N ING	 SYSTEH	 USTNGIr
000034 i	 4XrA6/25Xr5A6//)
000035 NEIITE(WNPUT)
000036 00 95 NTHINIMIo NTOIN
000031 TMINn TOINTOTBIN13
000038 c EVAPORATING	 TE M P	 VARIATION
000039 OD 95 NER11NTE
000040 l(1laTET(NE)
000041 T(5)KT(1)
000042 C CONDENSING TEMP	 VARIATION
000043 DO	 95 NA819NTC
000044 I M U TCT(NA)








000053 C EVAPORATOR APPROACH TEHP
000054 00 4$ NOTElm19NDIF
000055 0700)RDTET(NDUll
000056 DD 45	 NnTRIN1tNOTA
000057 0THX(2)'4OT8T(NUTHl)








F i sur , A-].	 (Continued).
*
VOW
D 000059;. DO 95 NOTClxivNOTc
A r 000060' UTHX M %0TCT(N0TC1)
,fi r 0000&1 IF(KCR	 .NEE	 41	 GG TO 3




a 000064 3 CnNTImtlF
m
000065 KONT&O
In 000066 DO	 701	 KxI13	 .
000067 CALL	 LAGINRf1rTTHV17p7vT(7)rPft)lPT)






000072 P(3)r ► (J)s(S,+0Ppf3))
000073 pt2)rP{3)C2
OOnOT4 PtB1yP(3)
00nO7S C ALL	 VAFI0R ( PC1)r)fl)vH (I)vRHGfL))
n 000076 CALL	 VAP0RfP(e).1 M $W (7).FfHGf7))
a 3








d `o0D4)3 w(2 )'Iw {1)
600084 w11tk{17!60.
11000RB CALL	 TURC P RfP.;)j7(1)rP(2)r++l
	 rP(7)eT(7)rPfS),K7)






















n0O106 CAI L ROMER
000107 GALL EMAP
000105 CAL L CAH05RfKC R)










I 000117 IF(KCq.EG,4)TGCr7rIH000115 IF(KCR.E().4)TG4rTC0UT
v
.,






000123 RCfJP1xtJ( I) /( u (I) @ C H (P) —f I)) I
P 00124 Cn5tl:g CnSTH+CPbTL+LIISTC41UU,+40.+FANCF+FA%CC
000125 COSTFS1,65*CUSTI
000126 COSTUN6413000RTI
000127 PTOTIRPownFE + POORFC + PUk'RCT+PrJ%R4P+PKPLP
000128 80 NPAGERNPAGE+1
Cxi.	 047E	 (lboVAITIv F)
WOO C.	 100	 (280ATIPL)
z 000131 kvRl7E	 (600)	 TITLEv(CD1'R(Ii K C R )t	 Ixt,fS ) pDArIKEpNPAGF
000132 90 FORMAT ( 1H1//////	 24XP I SOLAR POPERMAI R CO N DITIO N I N G SYSTE" 115TKr,
-3! 000134 2	 T3#ISTATION / IniT15@ITFHPERATUPEIT31ilPRFSSu Q EITUbe1Fo 006115 JNTHALPY1Tb191P L nw	 RATF1T78m'i) FNSITY1	 / T1Pv111FG	 FIT33 0 PSTA;
Z 000136 2T4?o	 4T ' I/LH I T63o 1 1$ / HP I T78P I L 14 / Co	 FTl
0001	 7 00	 91	 Pull$




nOD14Z q1 F D RMA T W I 	 I(W	 ?,flT F1 UTU	 r0tp FLUID
n00143 I	 uA	 WEIGHT	 C087	 FAN DP	 FAN POKER	 9	 WET
060144 ISULB(F)II
000145 1	 1	 FXrHANGER	 F
ODOI Lr b 2L(I	 TEHP(F)	 FLU	 TFHP(F)	 (ATU/wR/	 (16)	 f
3US	 3)	 ( TNn i42rj)	 (6ATT ) ( BTU/HR)	 V t 	 OUT I
D00148 4	 12X 1 (k,P/ %4R I	 IN	 C11
400149 5T	 (1,B/HR)	 IN	 DILT	 (DEB	 F)	 HX	 FAN	 HX	 FANI/)
00a150 WRIT("tbvlfg ) r&tTGCI)tti(2)9W( S )oT(S)vT ( I)qUAE*WTEgOTFEtCO$TttF ANCEt
D00151 I	 OPETvPUWRFF
000152 19n(1)vT4(1)#Tw(2)




HOIST 96	 FOR M AT(	 t	 EVAPI
000159 2F7,1iFV.1)
0001 60 99 FOR M AT[	 I	 VILEPI
000161 1T1osFb^afFb.ItlF7,1TF8r0+F7 n l^Fb n 1rF9.21GF7.1rf:t,2Tf10.1tFi1,Or
000162 RFTclirdol)
000161 102	 FORMAT(	 I	 CONONSRI(1 00164
000165 2F7vioF6 n 11
q 00166 mPITE(6v1D4)
000167 104 FORMAT (/// I 	 COEF	 OF PFRFORMANCElsT301IT11R)RO-COMPRESSURI,ThO t ICLFCT
000168 IRIC PnWf A 	REOD ( W ATT ) l t	 17008VBTF8 COST(S)t/
000169 PIRITE(bilOSIPCnPtf ) CiPnrIRFEPCOSTF
000170 .	 .	 I65	 Ff t k N AV ( 1 	PUWER	 CQP 1 tT15mFm.1vT30o 1 CQm P R	 DEA C V0 1 	vTU5-FJq,3o
000171 276091EVAP
	
FAN F vT75 p F8.1oT9Uv 1 FACT n RY	 rOST	 iillnStFA,n)
DOOL12
000173 -FORMAT ( I106	 REFRIG C0P 1 tT15rF8 , 3#T30v 1 C Q m P ;? 	FFF I t j4StF8.1 s 	 T600roKcs
CD 000174 IR	 FAhJtTT5vF8.3)
0 000175 tRlTL(btlD7)COPthCvPOwRCTtCOSTU
> ko 000176 107	 FOR M A T 	SY.STF 4	 COP I * T I;	 ts. 3 1 T10 v I RPP I i r ilb	 F fl . 0 9 'r ri(I i I CL	 T U WF F;	 FAN
-Ij QI 000117 114T75oFA.34T900USER	 COST I oT1 0 5#	 F8.01
aanj7d
Figure 8-1.	 (Continued)
4 000179 108 FDOAI(T30 ► 1 T11PBN	 DIA(I k l11745OF8,3+T600 WATER P6'411075o Fd, 3)
a 000180 WRITE(bo109)EFToP4RLP
a^ 000181 109 FORHATCT30, 1 TURAN EFFIO g 5,F8.3vIhOv I FR€ON PU M P 1075,F8.31
m 0OO1B2 4RITE(b W O)PTUT
000183 110	 FnRHAT(TCn gl TbYAL1•TM ,F8.31
y 000184 95 CONTINUE
m











r 000196 SUbRUIJTTNF VAPUR(PgTfHV.RHUV)
000197 CALL LAGjN2(i7,PT,17,?,PvmSV,MVT)
z p 000196















404209 CALL VAPOR(P 00 1,RH)
000210 DHlxhw HL
004911 ERN.005*H







000218 SUBROUTINE TU R C P R(PCI.TCI#PCO.N[rPTTiTT79PTOiW T)
1 400219 C
000220 C THIS 19 TURROCOHPRESSOR OESIGN ROUTINE




000223 C PCO	 C"PRE380R OUTLET PRESSURE
OD0224 C nC	 CUHPRESSnK rASS FLPN, Lh/MIN
000225 C PTI	 IUR8INE INLET
	
PRESSURE
=1 000226 C TTI	 7 I J98I N F	 I N LET	 TFHPERATURE




400i.l1 EKrf.^kkA/[GAH ► A^1.J
000232 EK1s1./EIS
OD0233 DNL>•EK*R•(T(1)+u64.)#((P(2)/PC1))*#t'K1+1.)*77$,3















'	 ' 000291 NSNCRSQRTtVCT)/60/(GG*DHC)**0.75
000242 ri5Gx0.02
000243 0170c1.E+20
n 000244 L0	 CnNTIV%JE
m 000245 NCsN5C/NSNC
in 000246 DC*uTCj^720,/(3.14t6*Nr)
0002u1 DTMENSION NSCT(50) ► ECT(50)1MTCT(5)
i 000248 DATA NSCT/
3 000249 ,11021
	 a0 4 r	 .ab.	 .08 ► 	 .t0m.L2..14f,16v,20 ► .25v_
p 400250 T,02t
	 .0 4 r	 .An ► 	 n 481	 .10..l2 ► ,14r.16.,20r,25.
000231 1.021
	
.041	 .06 ► 	 .48r
	
n 10 ► .l2r n 149 n 169,201.251
000232 S.4i9
	 0041	 n q 6t	 .48 0




	 a061	 .08 ► 	 n 10e.12t.14r .169. ?09.25/
c 000254 DATA	 FCT/.63,.82x n 860.8f;Sr.90,.gl,,gC ► .42,.92 n ,41t
0100255 1.617 ► 	 9 18t	 .8451	 4 87r	 . ►189	 ,89 ► 	 .94 ► 	 . q 1	 . Hq v	 .HB.
n 000256 21579	 .745r	 .811	 .84t	 .1150
	
1460	 2 865 0
	.671	 1876	 .859:
o
1100257. 3 n 509
	
n 701
	 0559	 .799	 n 8159	 te21	 025v	 .825 ► 	 .82t	 n 80.►
a 000230 4.421	 .6261	 .701	 .73r	 ,75,	 .7551	 n 764	 ,755,	 n 749	 ,721
p.nc 000959 DATA	 MTCT /4. 1	0.2 1 	.51	 lot	 101/000264 EFSa%YZMAP(1rNSCY9[iCT011irMTCT95r2021NSGrHTC9AA5]
000261 EFEF5 n 1.0
000262 C
000263 C EFFECT OF I HPELLER SIZE
000254 C
000265 DIMENSION DCT(7]1E ► FF5T(7)
OOD266 DATA	 r)C7/1.9	 1.51	 210	 2.59	 3.0	 3.59	 4./
000267 DATA	 1:FEFSTd.B,	 ,881	 ,931
	
.9h5t	 0 980	 .99 1	 ./
000268 1F(DC1LT,4,)CALL LAr.IN2( 10u9DrTr792.DC1FFEF5 ► EFFF5T1
004,760 EFC11£F3*EFEF3
004214 C




000275 IF(AE	 .LT *	! n E61
c 0010276 1£FCF*Iom(1,..EFC)*C1.E+6/RE)0*0.I
000277 }{PC>•kC*11HG/CFFCF*33000 n }
q 000118 VrWT n WC*UNC / iEFCF *EFt1*0HT)












400291 C VOSCT n
-q V 400292 N31zNC*-rORT(YTO3/60,/fGG410HT)**.75
P 400243 DIMENSION	 NSTT(60)tEFTT(60j911T7(6)
(D 000294 pATA	 OTT/1909
	 31 S t	 20 1	331	 591	 6./
C7 000295 DATA NETT/
ILO 000296 %,O1	
. 0 19	 1020	 1 0 39	 ' 04 ► 	 R uhr	 R OHx	 .lt	 9129	 .1 4 rILO1 000791 $.Of	 6011	 s02f	 .n39	 .0 1 1	.966	 .081	 .19	 1129	 .140
:.1




000299 3.Or	 .01P	 .oat	 ,05•	 .040	 .Oat	 .08?	 .11.12,
	 .18,
D 00030o soot	 .Ott	 .021	 ,03,	 .04,0b,	 .08,.	 1,
	
.t2,	 .L41
n00301 $rn,	 .019	 .024	 03v	 .04.	 .06o	 .081	 n!,	 0121	 .14/
000302 DATA FFTT/
X00303 SO.±n.29r.429.,55,.697, . h9Lf aT31. . 719..715e.7u.
y 000304 20,}
	 ey751.54ua.63h1.6461.7b3,.7.K6,.779r.7b3,.7451
m 000305 30.+.465,,.6151.7041.TST,.8i51 n A35t.825,.8o6f.783t
+100306 40.10504 9. 655f,7431.796,*857t.$8 Ofv870t,95R1.B30,
m 000307 5	 O.t	 .556,	 .70,	 n 7761	 1830,	 0961	 .91111	 .9111	 n 894 1	rB71,0 000308 6	 0.1	 .5569	 n 70,	 .7761	 030.	 04ht
	
6 918t	 ,4111	 .89 4 1	 .Allt










r 606313 CALL	 NEw(ON(.N1,NG01EFT90EFT1EcFTOtOFF09.3511t,9255r.00519)
c W314 GO TG	 (1Dn,200),hGO
c^ 000315. C
0 000316 200 CONTINUE
i 000317 IF(wT.GE n wTO). GO TO 201
x p 000315 wTOzAT
'^	 q i 000319 NSCsNSC+,005








60032T ayPsYPP	 (T)	 a















600343 MTBsWTBt*2 n o0
000 1344 YGLR1sA9/150.
00034 1+ Yf] LAs l .l*VOEBI










1 000353 C(D . 000354 ISOM 1)+0 t6*(TA-T(1)1
000355 N2s1O 000356 177	 C[]+1T1WJF1
c 1. 000351 147YsNTYK(TS)
o .. 00(1358 UAbtx[1AFRE2.In.27
Figure A-!.	 (Continued) nu
k
^^='•`^z
"I- -xl^s	 -_1^,L9.3	 °.	 rn.,.ulen	 f	 i..	 -.r.^._.. 




000361 DTI n tQL+DS)/(0AER#2).
rti n00362 TS1AT(1)+nTT
000363 OTS3979-TSI
y [104364 ERS^c7.O1M(T ► -7(171








o z 0D0374 H6(1);HWF(Tr4(l)]
ry ^. 000375 f1ATA WNE /3./














000309 Dcl n 4(1)=al'000390 rR3mQM*0,005+1.E"Z0	
-
OOD391 CALL 'NEWT13k1N31NG03 n RNl1DG11RNEOtD010t.5r20.1!R3)










000401 DPETO W 3.6OPE
000402 DPfT^0PE7+.15
000403 VAix6lRHOA/36001









	 TO	 (161t16i't173ai7 u .)1	 KCR
ep  y 000413 161	 CONT14U[.
CD 000414 TG(Q)#T(4) n DTHk(3)







	 .LF.	 Tr13))Gn	 TO	 163
J
Figure A-1.	 (Continued)














c 000431 Df+Ci'	 .088*0MC*V.74b
a 000432 Go	 TO	 164
000433 C	 WET CONDENSER CALCS
o 000434 162 CONTINUEz
000433 TG(43xi.E20
a 000436 RHUAC*29./359.*(492./(Tr(3)+460.))
CD 000437 YW(u)•	 T(41 n DTH)1(3)
0 q 000438 HG(4)wHWF(TW(4)}
K 000439 HG(3)aHWF"(TW(9))n 000440 OHGL=KG(4}^NG(3)
000041 GL=n(3}/pHGC




000446 ACX n s.*Ar









;i 00DA56 CALL. NEWTON(N49NG04oAC.DOClACOrOOCOtACMiACX.ERC)





000462 r.O8TC n CO8TC+4n.
000463 ORCol0.50
000064 PL}t+RwP^I.E.3*R(3)
000465 G6 TO	 164
000466 173 CONTIVUE
000467 C	 HUMIDIFIER USED TO PRCCOOL AIR FUR CONDENIER
00046tf C
000461 TG3wjG(3) n .9*{TG(3) n TW M )
000470 TGt4J=T(H]^OT+'xf3)
0004T.1 7w(4)kTW(3)	 .
-p J 000472 flT1=T(4) n TG3
n) 000473 V:XT(4) nTGf4}
CD	 ^, 000474 DTRCKTGtu} n T.53Q 000475 IF(DTRC .LE. 00	 GP TO 163
> UJ nOO476 1F(fUT1.Lf,0;).[7k.(pT2.LE.0.)IGf1 	 TO	 163I 000477 DTC><TLAVG{UT1.LT27
N r, 000478 UAC n UB11O 'CJ












k CX Lu C /( UAFH	 APC3
Rnp.66r,/t2.n
a 0004841 VOLCmAFC *RNC*RU




3 000484 DPCM	 ,085*RNC*9,7u6+,1p
z
000440 POY+RHPxl,OEr3*4 L3]
000491 GC To 164
000492 174 CONTINUE
000493 C





— " 000497 TCOUT sT(4) n DTHX(3)
s y 000448 W000LmQ(3!/(TCOUTo1cIN)


































00n532 OITA	 ANT/0,1	 1.01	 2.o	 3.1	 6.1 q .,	 to.)
[n	 1 000533 DATA	 WBDRT/1,01	 .6671	 ,4421	 .3061	 n 1621	 .!121	 .0741
(D 000534 CALL LAGINZ(163vRNT1712rRNvWBDRFrWBDRT]
000535 RETUR4
000536 C
I, QCn 000537 C
kA 000534 FUNCTION	 HrrF(Tr!)
v






0 00054 pIt+FN$);f1N	 Nw7 { 111v	 Turrll)
000540 DATA TwT/R0.9	 40o	 100.7	 110.9	 120.1





a 4005.44 RF WWI
m 000545 C
m 000546 C
. 600541 3UBRDtJTINE .FAN4TC(GFNrDPrITF+FANCST)
00050° DIwENSION CiPT{5]ihwT(51
000549 DA1A	 OPT/.251	 .50r	 1 n 01	 2.09	 gin/
a 000550 DATA ^wT/122.1148 n tA5,r50.5r3A^u/
006551 CALK LAGLN2I19i1	 OPTt5r2i	 DP 111WF 04T1
aoa5sz w.T>r^1oQ0..,^cFr+ ^D^r^/40o01
—+ 040553 FANC3Tt12.20*WTF









0 ELT	 31CR0410750721t	 65748	 t	 1
1	 + 000001 C U[G
	
51190	 FUNCTION XVZHAP	 STAN ( -tiUi LIN	 ( AK-303 - MR)	 Ip/"166
DO000Z FlINCI TON	 xYZMAP( ] NDr%iYt^P+ZrroC + il'x41TYthx • RY^A"+51
001!003 C
q 000044 C FUNCTION X YZKAP	 HAS TFE CAPADILITY OF SUHRG14TTNfS m4PRDv + IArI^-2,
000005 C ANSWER	 IS ALSO AVAILABLE
	
AT LOCATION	 (ANS).
000006 C ALSO CAPABLE OF HANDLING MAP THAT HAS L nLIRES CROSSING, EACH DThFk,
000007 C
000068 C XKARSTSSA•	 YXDRDI%ATEt	 Z=T 11 THD PARAHETEW.
000009 C






000011 C IND n il	 Yi9F(X*Z ) f	 (EQUIVALENT TO SUBROUTINE KApRDYI.
n
0000L2 C IND nn lt	 YnF(K)	 ONLYv	 ( EQUIVALENT . TO LAGINZ)t	 THEN Z,NC*IDYi	 AND AY
00001] C ARE DUMMY V ARI A BLES THAT ARE NOT NEEDED IN ACTUAL INTERPOLATION,
o?, 000014 C
0000TS C XS MU37 BE STORED IN ASC£kUING ORDER FOR EACH Zt
	 STHILARLYt
000016 C SMALLEST Z RE FED I N AS Z(I)t	 23	 ARF IN ASCE NDI N G Ot?DFR,
cn
o
000017 C KS MAED NOT OF THE SAME VALUES FOR VARIDUB Ze.
a 000015 G XtY AND 'Z	 ARE TO BE DIHFNSIDNED	 IN T141E MAIN
	
(OR C ALLING)	 PROGRAM*
_ 000014 C THEY MUST SE DIHEN .SIONED NOT LESS THA N *$* XCNPK NC),	 Y( NP K NC)	 AND
p { 000020 C Z(NC)	 040 NOTE NC HAY NOT RE GREATER THAN 20 ff#
00002E C
000022 C NP n NUMBER OF POINTS PER CURVE
	 (ON N I I MRE R OF X4Y P A IRS FOR E A CH 7).
e4e01b C NC nRUMBER OF CURVES	 (OR NUMBER of Z0)*	 l	 TO A MAXIMUM OF 20.r 0000244 -	 C
eee015 C IDX#POINYO DIED FOR INTERPOLATION IN YwOIRECTION,
000026 C IDY nPOINTS USED FOR	 I N TERPOLATION I N Y n DIRECTION	 (IN0 n 0)4
000021 C OR	 Its Z wOI RECTIO N 	( IND n 1 ).
0000tH C TO( OR	 IDY CAN EITHER FE 2 OR 3 ONLY.
k^ 000021 C 5%1*FIR3T INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
1—I	- 000030 _	 t SYMSECOND INDEPENDENT VARIABLE.
	
( WHEN INDOO OR 'I	 ONLY),
000031 C 6YOY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE * WHEN ( INDMO),
1-d 000032 C BY n Z	 TNOEPEN6ENT VAPIAbLEt
	
WHEN	 ( IND91).	 P000033
000034




ANSn DEPENDENT VARIABLE Y(XrAX0Z n AY)4	 WHEN
	
INDRI!




e0003T C Nn PRINT OUTt IF DATA OFF THE RANGE DT MAP OR CURVE.
000035 C THEN*	 USE 2wPOINT	 INTFRPOLATInh3	 AUTUkATICALLY.
004034 C O
Q
^ 000040 -	 Cfrt rtffKK* rtK*K#ft###Krtf#rtrtKKA#rtf rt##Krt rt fKrtK##f##*##*^*##f*t * rt # *rt rt *#*
000041 C 91t
	
Y8r	 AND Z5 ARE READ
	 I N IN MAIN PROGRAM RECDMNENDED AS FOLLOrISt
000041 04100 FORMAT(S110)	 K***f
000043 C4101 FDRHAT(aF10.0)	 K# ►#*
000044 C # #frt### #rtf FOR TN pn 0 OR L A# FK##rtrtfrt##############rtrtfKrtrt ►#f*#KrtK##
000045 C0101 READ	 (544100)	 NP 14C	 #rtK#*
000046 C 0.100	 4 0 1INC
	
rtrt*#*
00004 7 C READ	 (5*4141)	 x(N)	 44*44
000040 C MFeN*NP	 #* # #K
0000M4 C M5n I+ILn NP +1 	 ##*^
000030 C	 100 READ	 (5x++101)
	
(X(H)tY(N)4M3tNS4MLI	 f#rtrtrt
- 000051 -	 C frtfKrt ##Krtrt FOR	 INDXw1 - ssrt# Krt# rtffKKKtrt*#*#4##rtKKrtrt#### >x#*KfffKK rt n 	 _	 _






(D ^+ .. O00OS4 C rt**#R** Krtrt#4**# #rt#Krt# * *# rtrt# KKKirt**f#4444#f4K# * rtrtf rtrtKK*#**#KK*rt rt*#*	 -
.
040055 C
000056 UTrEN3ION	 X(21xY(2)*1(2)4ZZ(20)v1X(2U11	 to 000057 d5 n L




















000059 105 Vn .104	 T*1rNC
000060 104 zxMMM )
000061 GO	 70	 141
000062 1115 JFXl
000063 Go 	 it	 108
000064 106 UO	 107	 7911NL
000065 107 ZZ(I) n Z(I)
000066 JE=NL
000067. NCROS380
(100068 108 DO	 12h JmJSrJE
000069 JX,!e(J-1)iNP
000070 (!n. (04	 lalolp
000071 J2§1+17x2'
000072 IF	 (8XwX(J2))	 114r110r109
000073 109 CONTINUE
000074 00 TO	 11q
000075 111) ANSYY(42).
000076 Gn To 123




000081 IF(IOX,G7.2)	 Go	 I m	122
000082 12.1 A+^Sx{Y(TE)^(Bx-Y[IS))-YfIS)*(CXRx(IE)!!/(X(TE!-Y(IS})






00008! 123 If	 (IND)	 158r125r124
000090 124 ZVOMAN5




000095. IFCINO,NE.0)	 GO	 TO	 1151
000096 IF(NCFOSS.EG,O)	 GO TO	 141
600097 C
OD0098 DP	 130 Kx2,NC
000099 JHINNK-1
000100 On	 129	 IFaKiNC











000112 141 ICPY K	I1?Y-1




000117 GO TO	 147
000118 144 J9><T
Figure A-1.	 (Continued)
0 000119 IF	 (I NU.EQ. 0 )	 Gn 	To	 1H.1
000120 JErJS
' p { 000121 GO TO	 108
000122 105 IF(I.LF.I n Y)	 GP.	 In	 147y ' 000123 145 JSxr+ICPYp 000124 147 JE n JS+ICPY
m 004125 IF	 ( I NU)	 1oB0 152v1o8
000126 c Yuf(XVZ)	 OR ZsF(XaY)
	
CALCULATION aF P FHarNG ON INDmit OR	 1.
s oo012T 151 ANSRZZ(J8)
z 00012a GO TO	 158
000129 1151 IF(JE.EQ.JS)	 GO	 Tn	 151
e	 a 000130 1152 iF;I1'Y.GT.21	 G[	 7n	 153
000131 152 ANxp(ZL (JE)(8Y n zX;JS)) nZL;JS)*{BY.ZX(JF)))/(ZX{JE)+ZUIJ3)}
000132 Go To 158
c 000133 153 JHn JSt1
o ai 000134 Gtz(bY n ZX(JS))/(zx(,)H)-Zx(JF))
c 000135 G2r(BY+Zk(Jti))/(Zk(JL)+ZXtJ5))
no 000135 G3x(BY+ZX(JE1)/(1x(,15) n 7xtJH))
o
000137 ANJia+ZZ(J3)*G2;G3+G1*(ZZ(JH)*G3+ZZ(JE)*G2)












oa04Dl FUM{TT qN TLAvG(P Tt,rTZ)






























d P ELT	 VP4tLt75072l1	 65709	 ,	 1
1n ^ 1100001 FUNCTUN VPPM
000002 E	 Ft1.k-CTTO4 TO CALCULATE VAPr-H PRM30kE 14
	 ^ATFk	 AT	 T
000003 C	 701PAP	 13EG	 F.
v 0x0004 G	 VPP n Y'PnR PRESS LF 6ATEK	 PS1A
m 000005 X=64T.27 n (T+460.)/l.8






gyp, 1231E CAR65 WRITTEN
	 IN	 RANKIN/ KCHO
	{	 TI8 COMPR£SSEO CARD	 TPAGF51


















COMPUTER INPUT/OUTPUT DATA FOR SOLAR-POWERED
AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM CONCEPTS
This appendix contains computer input and output data for the four system
concepts defined in Figure 1. The data presented are in english units. Input
data units are defined in Appendix A, and output data units are given on the
printouts. The data are presented as follows:	 1
Figure B-1. Input Data, Concept A
Figure B--2. Output Data, Concept A
Figure B-3. Input Data, Concept B
Figure B-4. Output Data, Concept B
Figure B-5. Input.Data, Concept C
Figure B-6. Output Data, Concept C
Figure B-7. Input Data, Concept D
Figure B--B. Output Data, Concept D
74-10996(7)

























SOLAR PO IN E W EO	 A1 94	 CCNOITI r1NTNG	 SYSTEM	 USING	 F1+1!
ORY	 g ar nE Ns^1(	 k N PLa Y E 0
{INPUT
Y.IST	 n , gyAU000p•V2r , 1n25O0bU n 019 .1194n00U + p1r .11400nDA.Ok9
1 12250(f00wUt9 11ztl20DDO n 031 .13440004n U19 .139n0000w6lf
,00000000+001 ,OnOOOD00+001 .000000000001 .000OU000+009
.00000D00+009 .00010OU040D. .00000000+001
TT	 n .00000000+00f .400000DO+021 .80000000+021 .12000000+031
.1600n000+031 .20000000+039 .24009000+031 .28000000+03f
TTH	 n n .40000000+021 n .aOOOOOUO+O2f .00500000+001 .20009000+02f
.40000000+02 ► .6000DOUD#0df .80000000+021 alOQOOnOO+031
.12000000+031 .14000000+0$1 .16000000+039 118000000+031




it .87529999+021 .89949999+021 .92419909+021 .94889949+021
.91389999+021 n 99579999+02. .10235999+039 .10480999+031
.1D72i999+01 .10950999+034 ,11187994+03} .11406999+031
•11616999+V39 .1t812999#039 .11991999+031 .12151199+039:'
.122!4999#031
HLT	 n .00000000+009 .3914000un+01s 079899999+D1 ► .12030000+02f
1 ibI20000+021 ,aP27n000+02f .24480000#021 .28750000+021
.33PB04100+721 .57940009+021 .ui95n0OO+021 .46470006+029
1 51070000+O21 .55760000^02r .60530000+02 ► 665459999+029
.705699990029
PT	 9 .13569999+00f .14190000+011 025540000+019 .43419199+61f-
.7U299999+0t1 .10910000+021 .16310000+021 .23600000+021
.33180400+02, .45500000+021 .b m Q OOO+021 .80119999+029




a 023600000 n 011 .41%s9ggqwOlq 01709999.019 .11T W099+009
.1B350000+001 .17590000+001 140100000+OOr .566300000000
1 78002999+009 110520000+519 .13920000+O1f 618140000+019










14 A	 r 113140000+03f
OPP	 r .4999991go if 049949999.019 .499494990011 .49999919 n Ots
,499999990011 f4g99g999 n Ol9 n 49999999sO1f v49999991+D19
.49999999.Ot1 ,&9999gl4q+030 .49999999.Ot1 4499999990011










	 n .1d590000+031 118500000 +031 `118000000+031 119000000+039





>f .11500000+031 111500000+031 7!2000000+039' .12340000+039
,00000000+001 ,OOODOOBn40OO 100011DO00+001 .00000900+n09
NYE	 r 11
TET	 n 14500DO00+021 .50000000+02t .000000004001 ,00000000+nQ9




























nz	 RCLAR .POAERF-0 AIR CONUITIONING SYSTEN USING 	 R*11




PNESSURF	 ENTHALPY	 FLOW RATE	 DENSITY
	
DEG F
	 PSIA	 BTU/Lb	 LB/HR	 LR/CU FTq




16+4,3327	 3243842	 1134461s	 54543306	 .7049
3	 134.5S51
	 3x.)242	 1o9sx925	 1881,9654	 ,7x01
o	 4	 115,0000	 3047850	 31,9475	 1881,9654	 ,4000
^^	 S	 +15,0060	 8,4000	 3109973	 54583306	 ,0000
El 6	 116,1526	 40,3364	 3212395	 133666344
	 ,0000




	 107.5917	 13162634a	 4T55iZz
sK
HEAT	 HOt FLUID	 COLD FL( 4 ID	 UA	 WEIGHT
	
cosy	 FAN:OP FAh POWER	 G	 AET RULN(F)
E%CHANGEP	 FL O	TV-P(F)
	
FLU	 TEMP(F)	 (DTU/NR/	 (LI)	 (Us s)	 (INOA D ) (WATT)	 (BTUhiR)	 IN	 OUT
	
(LO/HR) IN	 OUT	 (LB/MR) IN	 OUT
	 (PCs F)	 HK	 FAN	 HX	 FAN
[YAP
	
361550	 8cr0	 55 0 0	 SAS,	 43,9 45,0	 400	 35,8	 32 4 6	 27,2	 42.7 .66	 179.0	 36000,	 61 0 0	 5304
BOILER	 14677:
	
200 1 0 19143	 13374	 11 6 02 lasso 10173 0 48	 75s2	 s0 11'isl	 so n 00	 to	 110079 n
CONONSR
	





TUR150•COMRRESSOA	 ELECTRIC FOHIR REND(MY )
	
IYITEk COST S )
PONER COF	 2085	 COMER OIA(IN)	 20637







	 CONDSR FAH	 1445,722
SYSTE% COP	 4326	 RPM:	 sa722.	 CL TOWER FAN	 s900	 USER COS T 	5634,






Figure 8-2. Output Data Concept A
n




YI$T n 195000000.U2r 4102500000031 913U00000*011 .11600000 n 011
4322504004056 412820000*019 913000000 0011 013900 0 00 40 11mEn.
.40000000+04} ,04000000+00, 0 04040000+009 .00000000+001
M 400000000+001 .00000000+001 400000000+009
TT n x00000000+00f .40U00000+029 460ODn004+02f .12000000+031
g 114D00000+039 420040040+039 424000000+031 n 28000000+03f
i Till 04 4 00004 0 0+02f - : 20J0000 60+02 , 000000000+001 020000000+026
.40000040+021 .60000000+029 4E0000000+039 910000000+031
,12000000+031 41400000D+034 116000000+031 816000000+031
,20000000+036 422040000+034 424000000+031 826000000+039
428000000+n3f
HYT n .87529999+021 n 69949999+024 ,g2al.9919+021 .94889949+021
c
197369999+021 199979999+0,24 .10235999+03 1 .10480999+031
410721 9 99+039 410958999+039 411187994+031 1111106999+031
z 
m 111616999+039 .11812999+034 .11993999+039 11215L919+03r
Y K .122511:999+039
. 14LT n 90+10.00000+001 139640000+011 .79699999+011 912030000+021
416t24000+029 4202700DO+024 424460000+029 .28750000+021
4 33060400+025 .37480000+021 .01950000+029 1464700054+021
1 51070000+021 4$576000.0+O2r 460550000+001 .0459999+02f
.TOl69994+02r
r pT n .73869494+006 414190000+011 425590000+011 183419999+019
470299999+019 410910000+021 4L6310000+011 823600000+021 -
1 33160000+029 445500000+021 461010400+021 .80179999+020
110352994+u3t 113138000+031 116487000+039 120;97000+031
924947000+034
RFOVT n 122i00000r01f 441539999.015 .71T0994©n 016 911739999+001
916350000+001 .27!90000+DOf .40100000+001 .56630000+000
175009999+001 410520000+019 413920000+011 .181110000+011
123330000+011 429680000+011 437~40000+014 146960000+01'1
4351600000+01f
CP S. 814000000+001.







OPP n .49999999+019 4499949990011 449999949n 011 .449999990011
1 49999999 n 01f 049999999.014 4499999990011 14999999991014
1 099499994011 609999999n 011 .499999490011 449999999401f




EFPUMP n 450000000+006 I
TITLE • 125618020+181 1
NTB n 15








410000000+ 031' rI MOD06+031 ..12000004+031 .12500000+034W





105000	 OO+021 .SO40OOOO+021 100000000+001 4000000041+00.1
U






































SOLAR POWERED AIR CONDITIONI N G SYSTEM USING	 Hall
PHECOO L( R /HUHIDIFIER EHPLOYED RUN ON 28 J UL 75 AT	 153381415 PAGE	 t
STATI(IN/III TV PFkATURE PRE58URE IN7nlLPY FLOW HATE
	
DEN3ITY
uEG F PSIA BTU/LB LB/HR	 L8/CU FT
D
m 1 45,0000 8.0000 98,0125 $19,7618	 02066
`n 2	 - 137,8871 2447800	 - 11010661 -51947618	 ,5575. -
A 3. 120.1193 24.7800 107.5787 1327,6760
	
.5746
s 4 LO O, 00 00 23.6000 24.7500 1327.6260	 .0000
5 45.0000 9.1000 2867500 519,7616
	 .0000
E	 i 6 101,2917 9013184 2940213 807.8642	 .0000
7 i85.a00a a6,6175. lt4.5950 80708647
	 1.9437
n' tl 111,437n 24,7800 10549783 80786642	 .5833
HEAT HOT FLUID COLD FLUID UA	 WEIGHT	 COST	 FAN OP	 FAR POWER 0 STET	 BULB(F)
C' EXCHANGER FLO	TEKP(F) FLO TEMP M {BTU/NR/(LS)	 (U8 S)	 (IN wH2O)	 ( W ATT} (6TU/HR) I N 	OUT
°o^ (LB/NR)	 IN OUT	 (LB/NR) IN	 OUT (DEG F)	 NX	 FAN	 HX	 FAh -
^y
f'	 v [YAP 3815,	 8000 3500	 520, 43,0	 45,0 ,00	 350	 32 n 6	 27.2	 42 0 7 086	 17900 36000', 6700	 5304
BOILER 92180	 20040 192 n 5	 808. 10113	 185,0 6319115
	
47,3	 ,0	 72.3	 ,0	 9 00	 0D 69.132.
CONDNSR 13280	 12011 10000	 350026 77,0	 90.0 6705 n 24	 1570	 71105	 14 4 ,0	 22(.5	 n 59	 111261 1046554 7500	 75,0
COIF OF PERFURI ± ANCE TURROn COHPRISION ELECTRIC POWER REGD(WATT) 	 SYSTEM C11ST(3) -
' POWER CDP ,lot COMDR DIA(IN) 24242 EYAP FAN	 178099T	 FACTORY CO57 1069.
REFRIG COP 5,746 COKPR EFF 0773 CONDOR FAN	 lL12,104
SY3TEK COP ,S19 RPM 61716, CL TOWER FAN	 0000	 MR COST 39700
TUR8N DIA(IN) 1.942. WATER PUMP
	 1042655
TURBN EFF .'4 FREON PUMP	 64,!06
TOT A L	 14994962












..........	 .n.	 ._n......-da,.a:tF -a^s,'i; s^	 _w.ws..._>u^u _^-^.^^.. .a: _..,_..	 ...^_.._ ...	 ..	 ..-_..	 ......	 _.	 ^4..	 ,.
SCLAR P fISFREt,	 AIR	 CONDI1IO7JNG SYSTE ' 1 WvG	 RwI l
D
)bad
mEj	 GnfrnENSER 1 MPLUYEO
ST6PUT
„ VIS7 n .95OUAn0^].u21 .1ndS00d^.U1+ ,!1004000001+ .1t6004a6.O1r
:^ .1,Z25000V•il19 .12H2O[IOOa01+ .134400000019 n 130000040011
to - .00[100000+00t .00000000+00, 900000000+OOf n OOQOOOOn+OOP	 -
P .00000000+009 ,00000000+001 .00000000+009
0 71 it n 00000000+VO9 .40000040+920 080000000+029 .12000000+03+.s
.16000404+030 420044004+031 024000000+031 .201004000+93 ►i
p TTH x n ,uJ0o0400+020 - 9 20400000+021 .00400000+000 .ROOnOOOO+ORf
C ,40404000+U21 .60000000+02 ► .8On04aOO+GZ ► 410404040+n39
n .12400000+431 .t4000000+03 ► n 16004000+439. .t6000000+039n
-+ .;:4004400+431- 912040444*079 .24044404+030. 426000006+0 34C,
:28040000tv31
z HVT w 987'529999+029 ,d9949999+029 02419999+0,21 194869999+029c^
a ^ ,97369949+029 .89879999+029 9 14235490+039 110484994+030
r n 40111449+039 .tQ458999+031 911187999+039 .11446999$030
z n





100000000+000 ,39800000+011 .79899999+01 ► .12030040+029
11b1204On+029 .24270004+02+ 924UlOOOO+029 428750000+029
.33080000+02 0 037480000+029 n 41950000+02t n 461170000+029
n Sj070000+020 955760000+029 .60530000+021 .65459999+029
170569994+01 ►
PT n .73869999+OG1 414190000+019 025540000+019 .43419999+019
*70299994+010 0109100000029 416310000+02, •13600000+02f
.341800A0+010 •45500000+021 46101n400+029 .80179999+02,
.10352 4 9$4039 .13158000+03. .!64870004039 .20397004+031
214947400+039
AN p vT s 122600000001f: .41539999-419 971709999 n 419 .11739999+001
6 18350000+001 .27590400+000 040104000+009 .56630000+000
6 78009999+001 .10520004+011 '13920004+Gtr .18190000+010









DPP R .1191f999990019 .499999940011 .49999999w019 .49999999wO1 ►
. 49999949 9 01f 9499949490030 eAg9g4)9q9wO1f 1499499990010








`p ^I TBT • ttHSO0000+039 +18500000+039 .18000000+031 01,4040000+030








.90000000+021 ,11500400+031 912000000+031 .12500400+430
CO ta ,00000004+001 .00000040+001 900OU0000+000 .00000000+001I NTIE n 1900 0) A 445000000+020 950000000+420 640904004+00f .00000004+041
Figure B-5.	 Input Data _ Concept C'
.. ..	 tl^W^IA&1d^+B..i^a4s^^1_ tt	 ybm'	 ^•hCe a:eLR:F^?^3i.b+.[....,	 ^_•.+w^^.:+•YYn	 3 	 .. ^	 .Ft	 .....[	 .'nn(.iPiM+ii6►p ''iy^j,gy.p^.j0.
wo
0 ,0000600U+00+ .QnUOOnOc +OO. .00000000+00+ .0000Q000+00+
a TEIM n .20oonano+03+
(JAE q n .11800000+J3+
EFFa k r ,AVOaOI^OG+UO+
CPL
TG n OAOOOO40a+02+ .00000000+00+ .95006000+02+ 006000000+00+m
"' T* R: .67000000+02+ .9a0O0U0a+Oo+ 075000000 +02+ .06000000+00•
HbIE a 1+
s bTET 4 .1QDGa000+02+ .7SO00000+01e .20000000+02+ 012500000+0e+
i .l5aoao6otoe.
aZ NDTA n l+
DTOY a .75000000+G1+ 210000000}02+ n 15 600000+G2+ ,00000000+00+
.46606040 +oqt
NOTC a if
o EMT w n 100000004"u2+ .t5a0600n+02s ,00000000+00+ ,00000000+00 +
^ ,66000000+Ga+
;?n HTSIN n 1+
a B TRINT N .20000000+03+ ,00000000}00+ n 00000000+009 100000000+001
A . 900000000+060
z z....
a c HTGIN n 2+
TGINT N ,80000000+U21 185000000+02+ .00000400+001 .00000000+n0+
,06060060+tl0+
7EHD








MM	 a.a^,,..^u::.ns^.,^...,:..:.^,... -.	 -.►,uv ...:...e...ea..i....k.it...,,..:..-^,_,^:.i......u..^. -:r:i:^....''	 -.rwa-..;.o..r^.....:..torr.:s...^ew..:na 	
--	
l:._.	 .r.:i.,:a_, .. _mss	 ,...0 _r^	 —..•e.:a.^.	 .. ^t
tVw
11. SOLAR POwE:RED AIR C M ITIONING SYSTE M USING	 A+L1
9
WET CUNVENSEiR EP PLOYEU RL14 ON 28 JUL	 75 Al	 1811UI38 PAGE	 1
1 ^' iSTITION/IV TEHPER A JORE PRESSURE ENT- LPY F404 HATE	 OFNSITY
UFO F PSTA STU/L6 L8 /HR	 LH/CU FT
1 a5,0000 8,0000 98,0125 504,2193	 .2066
2 12291692 20,9527 108,UU08 504,2193	 .4807
m 3 11048671 2009527 106dasB5 109606669	 .4902C
x a 90100¢a 19,9550 2b,b150 1096,6669	 n onoo
5 4500000 8,aun0 26,6150 50402193	 .D000
a b 91.3622 9043184 2h.9011 592.4476	 r000nz
7 18504040 86.0175 114.5950 592 n 4476	 1.9437
B 10162450 2019527 10551118 592.447b	 n 4986
c
z HEAT HOT FLUID COLD FLI(In UA	 WEIGHT	 COST FAN DP	 FAN POWER G WET	 BULB(F)
n EXCHANGER FL O .	 TEhP(F) FLO TEMP(F) (STLI/HR/	 LLB)	 (US	 4) (IN+H20)	 (WATT) (B.TU/hR) IN	 OUT
o
(L,8/HR)	 IN OUT	 (LB/hR) IN	 OUT (PEG F)	 HX	 FAN	 HK FAN
z z
EYAP 3815 n 	 80,0 55,0	 504, 45,0	 45,0 ,00	 35,8	 32 6 6	 x7.2 4 2,7	 n 8 6	 179.0 00E101 67.0	 5314t:	 a K
BCIL,ER 6927,	 200,0 192.5	 5920 91,4	 1840 4801,57	 35 0 5	 10	 50.3 .0	 .00	 00 51954,
CONONSR 10971	 1100 90 4 0	 182828 95,0**V g V* ,00	 91 1 8	 108.a	 10 4 98 12403	 582	 831.0 875629 7510	 8000
t
't COEF OF p ERFOR1sANCE 7URE30+CnMPRESBOFC ELECTRIC POWER REOD NA TT) SYSTEM COOT(i)
PGMER COP ,102 COMPR	 OIAEIN) 22176 EYAP FAN	 179,997 FACTCRY C08T 822,
t REFRIG COP 71120 COMPR EFF 9736 CONASR FAN	 830,980
{k iYBTEM COP '691 RPM 584N4, CL TD04 FAN	 .000 USER C0ST 3055,
TURIN RIA(IN) 20176 WATER PUMP	 8795624
TURBN EFF ,771 FREnN PUMP	 44,658
b TOTAL	 1147,147








q MAN PU , EkFV	 AT N 	C!t+!'IIII<<?nf,	 S y SiE- U81 y G	 r'-l1
a Cr^1'LI U G 	 Tr , ^. E1+	 F1•F'I_G^'tr,
&INPUT
n VTST n . 4yuo000D . OP1 '1U25.1'1r, n•,r1• .11nuPvGuMalr . 110+f0+rdt<_^'1,
- a .12250000.011 .k282UDf'n.nit .13UVU0uC•ul, r13YVoVU(,.i-j.
u .00000000+0111 .00000000+009 .001100000+uur ,00000000+0v4
.O000OU00+001 ,UD600001)+n01 .nUnGoODU+Uvl
x
TT ,00000000+nn1 ,4Du0Goon+r21 .ALlC0t0t:+ue• ,l?c06vUo++•3,
.10000000+034 .s'000P	 00+03, ,2'!9UC,?VU +U3 on+03t
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Figure B--7 ,	 Input Data - Concept D
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